Jim Bridger’s Hawken rifle
with 1-1/8” octagon barrel, or fancy tapered octagon barrel.

Using the original master stock pattern from the famous Green River Rifle Works of Roosevelt, Utah, we have recreated their famous Jim Bridger’s Hawken rifle kit. Every part is first rate, American made, with attention to details, sparing no expense.

The classic Hawken percussion lock and double set triggers, made in the U.S.A. by R. E. Davis, were designed by the noted gun maker Ron Long of Denver.

Our hooked breech is direct drilled for instant ignition, with no right angle turn inside the breech. The hooked breech and wedge keys allow the barrel to instantly dismount for easy cleaning, without tools. This heavy gun is an ideal target rifle.

More complex than our flint longrifle parts kits, a Hawken rifle is not recommended as a first gun making project, unless you have machinist skills, or an experienced mentor to guide your work. This is a good third project. Assembly requires a knowledge of breech and lock geometry, the skilled use of inletting chisels to finish the pre-inlet stock, plus abrasives, stains, and reagents for wood and metal finishing. You will need access to a sturdy drill press, to drill and tap the few screw holes.

Select our straight or tapered octagon parts kit, to build a Hawken rifle that is both a rendezvous show piece, and a serious primitive match competitor, when shooting from a crossed sticks rest.

Order our Jim Bridger’s Hawken parts kit for an 1-1/8” straight octagon barrel, or fancy tapered octagon barrel:

• Barrel available in .50, .54 or .58 caliber, straight or tapered.
• Stock available for straight or tapered barrel, also fancy maple.

Wedge Key Capture Screw:
This small capture screw is designed to be installed in the capture slot of a .100” thick wedge key. Install it as close to the head of the wedge key as possible. If your slot is the correct length it should allow the wedge key to be drifted to clear the underlug, but prevent the key from being completely removed from the stock. Use one per wedge key. The pin is .050” diameter with a wood screw thread on the upper third. Drill a 1/16” pilot hole to allow the threads to engage with a screwdriver.

#KEY-36-CSX $1.50
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Jim Bridger’s Hawken parts with 1-1/8” octagon barrel:
#Lock-JB-R lock, right, Hawken, percussion $92.99
#Stk-JB-18-M1 stock, maple, shaped, machine inlet $175.00
#Cole-54-F-36 .54 cal. 1-1/8” straight octagon, 36” barrel available in .50, .54 or .62 caliber, straight or tapered $175.00
#Plug-JB-18-3 plug & tang, 1-1/8” slant hooked breech $59.99
#TP-TC-H-I toeplate, with beavertail finial, iron $21.99
#FC-PA-18-I forend cap, 1-1/8” wax cast steel $22.99
#SP-HLB-I 1-1/8” wax cast steel $39.99
#FS-TC-CB wax cast steel $10.99
#FL-7-10-I ramrod pipe, 7/16”, iron, plain, use two $10.99
#RP-Hawk-E-7-I ramrod pipe, 7/16”, iron, entry $3.99
#RP-Hawk-H-7-I ramrod, 7/16” diameter, 48”, sanded $2.99
#RP-Hawk-E-7-I ramrod tip, 7/16” iron, 10-32 thread $2.99
#RP-Hawk-H-7-I lug staple for barrel key, use two $2.99
#TR-PA-20 trigger, Hawken double set, long bar $5.99
#BP-JB-18-3 buttplate, Jim Bridger’s Hawken, iron $22.99
#BP-JB-18-3 buttplate, Jim Bridger’s Hawken, iron $29.99
#BP-JB-18-3 toeplate, with beavertail finial, iron $29.99
#BP-JB-18-3 sideplate inlay, for 3/8” bolt head $2.99
#BP-JB-18-3 rib for 1-1/8” octagon, smooth drawn $24.99
#BP-JB-18-3 key, with slot for capture pin, use two $3.99
#BP-JB-18-3 slotted oval inlay, iron, use four $3.99
#BP-JB-18-3 ramrod, 7/16” diameter, 48”, sanded $1.69
#BP-JB-18-3 ramrod tip, 7/16” iron, 10-32 thread $2.49
#BP-JB-18-3 lug staple for barrel key, use two $2.50
#BP-JB-18-3 ramrod pipe, 7/16”, iron, entry $9.99
#BP-JB-18-3 ramrod pipe, 7/16”, iron, entry $5.99
#BP-JB-18-3 forend cap, 1-1/8” wax cast steel $10.99
#BP-JB-18-3 sight, front, silver blade, copper base $5.39
#BP-JB-18-3 sight, rear, for 1-1/8”, wax cast steel $7.99
#BP-JB-18-3 full set of unplated screws and pins $10.39
#BP-JB-18-3 nipple, 1/4-28, stainless steel $3.99
#BP-JB-18-3 full scale Hawken rifle plan drawing $6.50
#BP-JB-18-3 full scale Hawken rifle plan drawing $731.16

Jim Bridger’s Hawken rifle parts kit, as listed...
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